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SUMMARY

This bibliography represents the collection of transportation-related air quality materials collected by the Texas Transportation Institute in support of research for the Texas Department of Transportation and the Federal Highway Administration. The bibliography is arranged by subject and contains abstracts for most of the citations. Information is also given on where to obtain some of the federal documents listed.
INTRODUCTION

This bibliography was compiled in support of the Texas Transportation Institute's (TTI) air quality research for the Texas Department of Transportation (TxDOT) and the Federal Highway Administration. TTI has been sending lists of documents as they were acquired to interested parties in TxDOT, the Texas Natural Resource Conservation Commission, and the four Texas nonattainment areas.

This is not a comprehensive bibliography of all air quality materials that were published between 1989 and 1994. Rather, it represents the collection that TTI has collected on air quality aspects of transportation. The collection consists mainly of government documents, reports, papers, books, Federal Register and Texas Register notices, and articles. Most, but not all, of the references have an abstract included with the citation.

This bibliography is divided into two sections: (1) a subject bibliography and (2) an annotated bibliography. The subject bibliography has the collection listed by subject, without annotations, because some citations may be listed under several subject headings and an effort to conserve space was made by listing the abstracts only once in the annotated bibliography. Each citation in the subject listing has a record number in parentheses at the beginning of the cite. These record numbers will match the record numbers listed with the annotated citations. The annotated bibliography follows the subject bibliography and is listed in record number order. Items of interest found in the subject bibliography can be quickly found in the annotated bibliography by looking for the citation's record number. An author index is included at the end of this document. In addition, a list of acronyms is included in the front matter.

Many of the documents listed can be obtained from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). General air quality documents published by the EPA can usually be obtained by requesting a copy from their research library in Research Triangle Park, North Carolina, at (919) 541-2777. EPA documents more specific to mobile source emissions can be requested from their library in Ann Arbor, Michigan, at (313) 668-4311.

For persons who have access to a computer modem and software, the easiest way to get EPA documents is by downloading them from the EPA's bulletin board system at (919) 541-5742. The bulletin board supports 14,400 bits per second and slower connections. Software settings should be set to N-8-1 (no parity, 8 data bits, 1 stop bit). The bulletin board system has a gateway feature that connects the user to a variety of EPA bulletin boards. For example, the CAAA bulletin board has the full text of the Clean Air Act Amendments as well as summaries for each title of the act. The OMS bulletin board has files, regulations, and software specific to mobile source emissions. Other government agency documents can usually be obtained by contacting their respective libraries or technology transfer offices.
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(178) Calcagni, John and William G. Laxton. "Public Hearing Requirements for 1990 Base-Year Emissions Inventories for Ozone and Carbon Monoxide Nonattainment Areas." Memorandum to Director, Air, Pesticides and Toxics Management Division, Regions I and IV; Director, Air and Waste Management Division, Region II; Director, Air, Radiation, and Toxics Division, Region III; Director, Air and Radiation Division, Region V; Director, Air, Pesticides and Toxics Division, Region VI; Director, Air and Toxics Division, Region VII, VIII, IX, and X, September 29, 1991.


(492) *Revisions to the State Implementation Plan (SIP) for the Control of Ozone Air Pollution: 1993 Rate-of-Progress SIP for Dallas/Fort Worth, El Paso, Beaumont/Port Arthur, and Houston/Galveston Ozone Nonattainment Areas.*
Austin, Tex.: Texas Air Control Board, July 16, 1993.


(530) Spencer, Peter L. "Calling All Consumers; Smog Science." Consumers' Research 75, 2 (February 1992): 38.


PLANNING


PM-10


(635) U.S. Environmental Protection Agency. "Retrofit/Rebuild Requirements for 1993 and Earlier Model Year Urban Buses; Fuel Quality Regulations for Certification Diesel Test Fuel (Final Rule)." 58 FR 21359, April 21, 1993.


REMOTE SENSING


RIDESHARING


ROADS--CAPACITY


STAGE II VAPOR RECOVERY [SEE ALSO VEHICLE REFUELING EMISSIONS]


STATE IMPLEMENTATION PLAN (SIP)


(492) Revisions to the State Implementation Plan (SIP) for the Control of Ozone Air Pollution: 1993 Rate-of-Progress SIP for Dallas/Fort Worth, El Paso, Beaumont/Port Arthur, and Houston/Galveston Ozone Nonattainment Areas. Austin, Tex.: Texas Air Control Board, July 16, 1993.


STATE IMPLEMENTATION PLAN (SIP)--ECONOMIC INCENTIVE PROGRAMS


STATE IMPLEMENTATION PLAN (SIP)--SANCTIONS


(655) U.S. Environmental Protection Agency. "Imposition of Statewide Sanctions on California under Clean Air Act Section 110(m) for Failure to Submit a Complete SIP Revision for an Enhanced Motor Vehicle Inspection and Maintenance Program (NPRM)." 59 FR 3534, January 24, 1994.

SULFUR DIOXIDE


TEXAS


TEXAS--BEAUMONT

(492) Revisions to the State Implementation Plan (SIP) for the Control of Ozone Air Pollution: 1993 Rate-of-Progress SIP for Dallas/Fort Worth, El Paso, Beaumont/Port Arthur, and Houston/Galveston Ozone Nonattainment Areas. Austin, Tex.: Texas Air Control Board, July 16, 1993.

TEXAS--DALLAS

(492) Revisions to the State Implementation Plan (SIP) for the Control of Ozone Air Pollution: 1993 Rate-of-Progress SIP for Dallas/Fort Worth, El Paso, Beaumont/Port Arthur, and Houston/Galveston Ozone Nonattainment Areas. Austin, Tex.: Texas Air Control Board, July 16, 1993.


TEXAS--EL PASO


Revisions to the State Implementation Plan (SIP) for the Control of Ozone Air Pollution: 1993 Rate-of-Progress SIP for Dallas/Fort Worth, El Paso, Beaumont/Port Arthur, and Houston/Galveston Ozone Nonattainment Areas. Austin, Tex.: Texas Air Control Board, July 16, 1993.


TEXAS--HOUSTON


Revisions to the State Implementation Plan (SIP) for the Control of Ozone Air Pollution: 1993 Rate-of-Progress SIP for Dallas/Fort Worth, El Paso, Beaumont/Port Arthur, and Houston/Galveston Ozone Nonattainment Areas. Austin, Tex.: Texas Air Control Board, July 16, 1993.


**TRAFFIC FLOW**


**TRAFFIC SIMULATION MODEL**


**TRANSPORTATION CONTROL MEASURES (TCMS)**


(399) Loudon, William R. and Deborah A. Dagang. "Predicting the Impact of Transportation Control Measures on Travel Behavior and Pollutant Emissions."


American Society of Civil Engineers, 1992.


TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM (TIP)


TRANSPORTATION MODELING


**TRANSPORTATION PLANNING**


TRANSPORTATION--LEGISLATION


TRAVEL DEMAND MODELING


TRAVEL FORECASTING


VEHICLE CLASSIFICATION


VEHICLE MILES OF TRAVEL (VMT)


VEHICLE REFUELING EMISSIONS [SEE ALSO STAGE II...]


VISIBILITY


VOLATILE ORGANIC COMPOUNDS (VOCs)


ZERO EMISSION VEHICLES (ZEVS)


The 1992 Transportation & Air Quality Planning Guidelines are provided in response to Section 108(E) of the Clean Air Act, as amended November 15, 1990, (CAAA), which directs the Administrator of the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) to "update the 1978 Transportation-Air Quality Planning Guidelines and publish guidance on the development and implementation of transportation and other measures necessary to demonstrate and maintain attainment of national ambient air quality standards."


Includes a regional summary of accomplishments; a section on issues, concerns, and impediments; a summary of modeling activities by EPA region; EKMA/UAM applications domain definitions; a table of UAM episode dates needed for ROM applications (by region); and a status summary on UAM SIP applications.


This report was written in order to assist the Texas legislature in determining whether to adopt California's Low Emission Vehicle (LEV) standards in Texas. It is a summary of the CAAA, a TACB staff technical report, Pechan & Associates' report on adopting LEVs in Texas, and other policy documents. The emphasis of this summary is on the total emission reduction benefits, cost and cost-effectiveness, and the policy analysis relating to the potential implementation of an LEV program.


(129) Air Quality Conformity Analysis of Mobility 2010: The Regional Transportation Plan for North Central Texas, Interim Period, Phase I. Dallas, Tex.: Transportation Department, North Central Texas Council of Governments, September 1991. The Regional Transportation Plan for North Central Texas was developed to provide conformity to the applicable SIP and ensure consistency between federal actions and the air quality planning process for the nonattainment area for ozone in the Dallas - Fort Worth area.


(137) Apogee Research, Inc. Costs and Effectiveness of Transportation Control Measures (TCMs): A Review and Analysis of the Literature. Washington, D.C.:
Appendix M accompanies the "User-Friendly Guide to the Transportation Provisions of the 1990 CAA." Appendix M provides excerpts from the CAA for every transportation related provision described and explained in the Guide.


This report provides a summary of the comparison of MOBILE4 and EMFAC7E. Highlights of major findings and conclusions regarding fleet characterization, calculation of exhaust and evaporative emission rates, and correction factors for operating mode, speed, temperature, and fuel volatility in the two models are included.


Due to discrepancies between measured emission rates and MOBILE4 and EMFAC7 measured emission rates, this report assesses the methodologies used in MOBILE4 and EMFAC7 to estimate hydrocarbon, carbon monoxide and nitrogen oxides emission factors. Specifically, this report studies the structure and operation of the MOBILE4 and EMFAC7 computer models and analyzes the sensitivity of these models to determine factors that highly influence emission rates.


Volume II compared EMFAC7E and MOBILE4 emission models and identified key parameters and model assumptions essential in model formulation. Through sensitivity analysis, this report identifies those parameters and assumptions that have a strong influence on emission rates and those that do not. Observed changes in the emission rates are compared with expected changes in the emission rates and the discrepancies between the two are then used to evaluate each model.


This report sums up the 1993 activities of the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) regarding implementing Sections of Title V: "Improving Automotive Fuel Efficiency," of the Motor Vehicle Information and Cost Savings Act of 1972. Also, this report highlights 1993 rulemaking activities (NHTSA) and the use of advanced automotive technology by the industry as required by Section 305, Title III, of the Department of Energy Act of 1978.


This article reports findings of a study on the emissions and dispersions of particulate matter near urban roadways. Particulate matter of less than 2.5 micrometers (PM-2.5) was studied. Results of the study showed that urban buses are the major source of particulate emissions. It also showed that buses with low exhaust pipes generate higher concentrations of roadside fine particulate matter than buses with elevated exhausts. "The findings suggest that the EPA's AP-42 procedure for calculating resuspended particulate matter near urban roads is grossly inaccurate, producing values that are 9 to 20 times higher than observed fine particulate levels."


Short memo announcing that the user's guide for the VMT converter software for uploading on-road data to AIRS-AMS has been revised.

The primary purpose of this document is to provide a standard set of guidelines to use in conducting formal reviews of 1990 base year SIP inventories received from ozone and CO nonattainment areas. This document provides review guidelines that address whether States followed the overall requirements for base year inventory preparation published in previous guidance material and whether the inventories meet developed specifications for completeness, consistancy (both internal and with national trends), reasonableness of emission values, and overall documentation requirements. This document was originally published in September 1991 as EPA Report Number EPA-450/4-91-022. It has been revised to include expanded questions for on-road mobile sources for both the MOBILE4.1 model and vehicle miles travelled (VMT). In addition, a new checklist covering off-road mobile sources has been added.


Mostly reproduced overheads that show emission trends, broken down into transportation, stationary, and other sources, up to 1991. Final results will be published in EPA's National Air Pollutant Emission Estimates, 1900-1991.


A video of a presentation by David Brzezinski on how to use MOBILE5.0a.


This research report represents the latest revisions to the software, PREPIN, POLFAC5A, COADJ, IMPSUM, and SUMALL. The report is presented as a user’s guide; operating instructions are provided for each program. The mainframe programs were developed to estimate mobile source emissions and vehicle miles traveled (VMT). The PREPIN program allows the analyst to factor a 24-hour assignment to estimate the VMT and speeds for a subject time period. The POLFAC5A program is used to apply MOBILE5A to obtain emission factors. COADJ, a special utility program, combines emission factors from three applications of the POLFAC5A program to produce a new set of emission factors. IMPSUM facilitates the computation of emissions by using the emission factors from POLFAC5A and COADJ. Lastly, SUMALL sums the emission results from two or more time periods plus diurnals. IMPSUM and SUMALL have the additional capability of producing gridded emission estimates.


Cover memo to guidance document.


Under federal mandate, California's urban areas with serious air pollution problems must switch from the current decentralized "Smog Check" inspection and maintenance program to a centralized, enhanced I/M program. An I/M Review Committee of state air pollution control officials generally agreed with the national mandate. Critics contend that a centralized I/M program may be less effective, more expensive, and more troublesome to California's citizens. This report summarizes the issues involved in the debate over centralized versus decentralized I/M programs in California.


Roadway electrification has been proposed to address urban air pollution. The impacts on fossil fuel use and the electric utility industry are investigated, and the regional economic effects of this technology are assessed.


A study was performed in New Jersey where data was collected at field sites to determine the percentages of hot, cold, and stabilized engines. Researchers found that during peak hours, hot starts ranged from 3 to 10.6 percent and cold starts ranged from 36.9 to 64 percent for all roadway classifications. For off-peak hours, hot starts ranged from 8.6 to 30.8 percent and cold starts ranged from 23.2 to 34.2 percent for all roadway classifications.


This paper discusses the most widely used motor vehicle emissions estimates software (IMPACT, DTIM, and EPS) and their shortcomings (FORTRAN based, inflexible, and difficult to use). It then goes on to discuss the Lake Michigan Ozone Study (LMOS) Emissions Modeling System (EMS) and how it has individual point, area, biogenic, and motor vehicle source emission estimation models. Due to its modular setup, the motor vehicle emissions model (MOVEM) can be easily separated from the LMOS EMS and applied to other areas outside the Lake Michigan area. The authors discuss the objective and attributes of MOVEM. The paper concludes with a design of MOVEM which
includes the model's algorithms and assumptions used in emissions calculations.


This report describes BURDEN7C's (a computer program used for estimating emissions of on-road motor vehicles) interaction with the ARB's other motor vehicle emission inventory models, development of activity data for BURDEN7C, and BURDEN7C's basic emissions estimation calculations.


This summary covers the 36 papers presented at the workshop held in San Diego in 1992. Topics included "emissions inventories, mobile source emission factor models, evaporative emissions, dynamometer studies of exhaust emissions, remote sensing studies, and tunnel studies of vehicle emissions."


This memorandum's purpose is to clarify issues related to redesignation requests and SIP actions due by November 15, 1992.


This memo provides guidance to regional offices on handling redesignation requests and drafting Federal Register notices.

(178) Calcagni, John and William G. Laxton. "Public Hearing Requirements for 1990 Base-Year Emissions Inventories for Ozone and Carbon Monoxide Nonattainment Areas." Memorandum to Director, Air, Pesticides and Toxics Management Division, Regions I and IV; Director, Air and Waste Management Division, Region II; Director, Air, Radiation, and Toxics Division, Region III; Director, Air and Radiation Division, Region V; Director, Air, Pesticides and Toxics Division, Region VI; Director, Air and Toxics Division, Region VII, VIII, IX, and X, September 29, 1991.

This report provides guidelines from the Air Resources Board regarding the California Clean Air Act and provides assistance in preparing plans that meet these requirements. Each chapter in this report focuses on specific requirements as followed: reasonably available transportation control measures, indirect source control programs, performance standards and emission reduction targets, control measure definition and analysis, monitoring and report mechanisms, integration of transportation and air quality plans, and public education and public involvement.


This article discusses the historical background of the Clean Air Act's efforts to achieve attainment with the national ambient air standards beginning with the Air Pollution Control Act of 1955 through the Clean Air Act Amendments of 1970 up to the Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990. It then discusses Title I of the Clean Air Act revised by the 1990 amendments looking specifically at ozone, carbon monoxide, and PM-10.


This report identifies potential areas where additional information could be developed that would assist states and urban areas in the preparation of mobile source emissions inventories. It includes a review of current mobile source emissions inventory practices in fifteen urban areas (including Houston). Existing guidance-related materials were assessed in light of the results of the review, and recommendations for improved emissions inventory information or procedures were developed. The report describes the findings from the review of existing mobile source inventory practices. The problems and solutions uncovered from the state and local areas' investigations provide a base of comparison for assessing both current and proposed EPA mobile source inventory preparation procedures.


This report discusses the need for increasing the efficiency of Southern California's underutilized transportation resources through lowering total vehicular travel and raising average vehicle occupancy concurrent with decreased congestion and mobile source emission. To increase efficiency, this report advocates that the price of auto use must be brought into line with the true costs of highway travel. This report recommends the following transportation pricing policies: peak-period pricing on congested corridors, buying out
employer-subsidized parking, annual smog fees based on mileage and emissions performance, and deregulated private transit.


The Southern California Association of Governments (SCAG) negotiated an agreement with the EPA to create a protocol for guiding transportation project sponsors in their preparation of CO analysis.


This report is a user's manual for the Emissions Preprocessing System (EPS). A revised version of this manual was published in June 1992, NTIS number PB93-122380.

(189) Chapin, Claire E. "Mobile Source CO Modeling: How Good is It?" For presentation at the 86th Annual Meeting & Exhibition, June 13, 1993.

This paper examines the errors in model input (traffic demand forecasting; mobile source emissions estimates) and the resulting consequences in model output of CO concentrations. The author shows that there are large discrepancies in model inputs which can affect output results. These model discrepancies need to be recognized when applying regulatory criteria to projects that have air quality impact and must meet air quality standards in order to be approved.


Updated chapter, referencing the input data for MOBILE5. See the MOBILE4.1 user's guide for the entire document. See also the updated Chapter 2 for MOBILE5a.


Updated chapter, referencing the input data for MOBILE5a. See the MOBILE4.1 user's guide for the entire document. See also the updated Chapter 2 for MOBILE5.

EPA has also been issuing information sheets on MOBILE5 that deal with a particular issue, such as I/M credits. These are also available from the EPA bulletin board, or through a subscription service from the EPA's Office of Mobile Sources.


(196) Christiansen, Dennis L. "High-Occupancy Vehicle System Development in the United States (A White Paper)." College Station, Tex.: Texas Transportation Institute, Texas A&M University System, December 1990.


This paper provides a brief historical summary to show how project mitigation policy has evolved and is specifically concerned with current Federal and State statutory mitigation programs.


This report provides an overview of the CAAA, one-page summaries of key titles, a glossary of terms, and legislative chronology.


The National Association of Regional Councils (NARC) was given a 3 year contract, jointly funded by the EPA and the U.S. DOT, for "Improving the Integration of Transportation and Air Quality."
This guide assists individuals and groups of all kinds in developing collaborative techniques to implement the CAAA.

The Clean Air Act, Sec. 108(f)(3) requires DOT and EPA to submit a report to Congress every three years assessing how well federal, state, and local air quality transportation programs are achieving CAA goals.
This is the first such report, and it covers the period from November 1990 through October 1992. The report states that it is too early to determine if the legislated funding/approach will achieve CAA goals, but that future reports will be more comprehensive.


This paper quantifies and compares vehicular mobile source emissions in free-flow and congested traffic conditions.

The role of transportation control measures (TCMs) in the transportation planning process has increased since the passage of the 1990 Clean Air Act Amendments. TCM analysis began in the early 1980s, and several sketch-planning tools are now available.
The two premier sketch-planning tools used for evaluating TCMs are the Systems Applications International (SAI) method and the San Diego Association
of Governments (SANDAG) method. Both methods were adapted to an available spreadsheet for easy use and modification. The SAI method required full programming in the spreadsheet, whereas the SANDAG method, originally developed for spreadsheet use, required only minor revisions.

A critical analysis, base scenario comparison, and sensitivity analysis were performed on the SAI and SANDAG methods. Results of the sensitivity analysis showed that the tools are most sensitive to the scope descriptors and work-related variables.

The report concludes that (1) recent work in the field has greatly advanced the state-of-the-practice; (2) the SAI method proved to be a better analysis tool than the SANDAG method; and (3) although sketch-planning tools are gross estimating techniques, they are currently the best TCM analysis tools.


MIDAS is a PC-based data processing system designed to interact with MOBILE4.1 and MOBILE5 users to facilitate the storage, retrieval, and analysis of input variables used in mobile source modeling for SIP emission inventories. This report provides a guide on installing and running MIDAS, generating reports, and evaluating input variables.


The purpose of this report is to discuss criteria for assessing the effect of transported ozone (O3) and its precursors on O3 concentrations observed in locations not attaining the NAAQS for O3. This assessment should lead to the design of control strategies that are most responsive to environmental conditions prevailing in a nonattainment area. This report also discusses the importance of characterizing transport, describes the appropriate sequence of modeling analysis for considering transport in the design of control strategies, monitoring recommendations (criteria) for estimating transported ozone and precursors needed in the modeling analysis, and summarizes modeling and monitoring criteria for determining contributions of transport in downwind nonattainment areas.


This report presents national and regional trends in air quality from 1981
through 1990 for the six criteria pollutants. It also presents air quality trends for 15 metropolitan areas. The report contains many charts and maps as well as text.


This report presents national and regional trends in air quality from 1984 through 1993 for the six criteria pollutants. It also presents air quality trends for 89 metropolitan areas. The report contains many charts and maps as well as text.


CAL-MoVEM was developed by Radian Corp. to be used with California's EMFAC emission factor model in estimating gridded mobile source emissions for the San Joaquin Valley Air Quality Study. The MOBILE version is
called MoVEM.


This memo provides a description of methods used to make approximate calculations of the effect of reasonable further progress requirements in the 1990 CAAA.


PART5 is a Fortran program that calculates particle emission factors in grams/mile from on-road vehicles for particle sizes up to 10 micrograms. It calculates emission factors for the following kinds of particulate matter: exhaust particulate, exhaust particulate components, brake wear, tire wear, and reentrained dust. The model is appropriate for comparative analysis.


This paper summarizes several methods for estimating emission reductions from Transportation Control Measures, particularly High Occupancy Vehicle lanes.


"Speed-related emission factors based on the Federal Test Procedure driving cycle and other 'speed correction' cycles may be inaccurate, and may not adequately represent contemporary, real-world driving." The authors used real-world data gathered in the Los Angeles area to develop ten cycles representing different average speeds.


This guidance document has been developed for the EPA to summarize current knowledge about transportation control measures (TCMs). The target audience includes transportation and air quality management staff at all government levels. The guidance development effort is motivated by the need to provide post 1987 guidance to attain National Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS); however, it is also timely to summarize TCM experiences of the past 10 to 15 years.


This document describes the emission inventory requirements related to preparation and submission of carbon monoxide State Implementation Plans (SIPs) for those States required to revise their plans after November 15, 1990. Discussed in the document are emission inventory requirements relating to geographic area of coverage, point source cutoff size specifications, sources to be included, data reporting formats, documentation requirements, quality of data base, years to be addressed, and schedule for inventory submission.


This document describes the emission inventory requirements related to preparation and submission of ozone State Implementation Plans (SIPs) for those States required to revise their plans after November 15, 1990. Addressed in the document are emission inventory requirements relating to geographic area of coverage, point source cutoff size specifications, sources to be included, pollutants of interest, data reporting formats, documentation requirements, quality of data base, years to be addressed, and schedule for inventory submission.


This report is intended to enhance the emission inventory preparation guidance in Procedures for the Preparation of Emission Inventories for Carbon Monoxide and Precursors of Ozone, Volume I; Emission Inventory Requirements for Ozone State Implementation Plans; and Emission Inventory Requirements for Carbon Monoxides State Implementation Plans. This report provides guidance on how to present and document data for an inventory.


This memo provides interim guidance for the obligation of CMAQ funds.

(268) Federal Highway Administration. "Information: Conformity and Nitrogen Oxides (NOx)." Memorandum to FHWA and FTA Regional Offices, March 10, 1994. Provides information on NOx conformity. Includes background data on
NOx, transportation options to reduce NOx emissions, travel demand modeling considerations on NOx emissions, current NOx-related conformity issues, NOx waivers and other EPA actions affecting NOx conformity, and a list of USDOT contacts for more information on particular aspects of NOx. See also their May 17, 1994 follow-up memo.


The principle subject of this report is driving behavior, including acceleration and trip start patterns. After reviewing existing research on driving behavior, the Agency determined that new surveys were needed to assess current driving in U.S. nonattainment regions. A parallel study of current technology vehicle emissions under the full range of driving conditions is also in progress. Results from these studies will be combined in determining the need for test procedure revisions. This preliminary technical report discusses how the driving surveys were conducted, presents analyses of the results, and compares the data to the existing FTP. Quantitative assessments of the emission impacts are still in progress and are not discussed in this report.


This bulletin contains information on alternative fuels and natural gas for buses.


This memo provides further guidance for the obligation of CMAQ funds. Information in this memo supersedes the February 20, 1992 interim guidance and incorporates the PM-10 policy memorandum of July 30, 1992. This guidance was coordinated with the EPA.


Provides further information to their March 10, 1994 memo on NOx.
Includes a summary of Ohio's NOx modeling experiences and a memo from EPA on the effect of VMT growth on MOBILE5 NOx estimates.


The PC-based Caltrans version of the Direct Travel Impact Model (PC-DTIM) calculates detailed air pollutant emissions estimates for on-road mobile sources. This report provides guidelines to develop mobile source emission estimates for urban areas successfully by using PC-DTIM.


Culminating a rulemaking process which has spanned more than a decade, the EPA is now promulgating final regulations requiring all highway light-duty vehicles, light-duty trucks, and heavy-duty vehicles to meet onboard refueling vapor recovery (ORVR or onboard controls) standards. Accordingly, the purpose of this analysis is to evaluate the costs, benefits, and overall cost effectiveness of onboard control for the reduction of refueling emissions from highway motor vehicles.


As part of the EPA's FTP revision project, researchers are testing vehicles over a number of new driving cycles. This document provides a very brief description of the five driving cycles developed thus far. Additional files contain cycle times and vehicle speeds for each of the driving cycles.


(285) Gabele, Lee. "Emissions Calculation in AIRS/AMS by 'Y1/Y2' - Proposed Modifications to AMS and Management of Emissions Data in the Emissions Preprocessor System for Modeling." Memorandum, April 28, 1993. This note discusses a proposed modification in the algorithm used to calculate seasonal (period) daily activity rates in the Area and Mobile Subsystem (AMS) of the Aerometric Information Retrieval System (AIRS). The proposed modification would affect the way daily activity rates are calculated for source categories with seasonal throughput less than 25 percent.

(286) *GEMAP System Documentation (Draft).* Sacramento, Calif.: Radian Corporation, December 3, 1992. This draft provides information on system configuration and installation, as well as a user's guide, for the Geocoded Emissions Modeling and Projections (GEMAP) system developed by Radian Corp. for the Lake Michigan Ozone Study. GEMAP is a modular system, containing modules for point and area sources, biogenic sources, and mobile sources (the MoVEM model).

(287) "General Preamble for the Implementation of Title I of the Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990." Research Triangle Park, N.C.: U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, April 1992. The purpose of this report is to provide the public with advance notice of how the EPA intends to interpret various requirements and issues that have arisen under Title I of the CAAA. The information in this report is intended to guide States and to help ensure that they prepare and submit SIP's or SIP revisions that comply with Title I provisions.


This guideline was developed by the EPA to assist States in preparing their ozone and carbon monoxide (CO) State Implementation Plans (SIP's) as required by Title I. This document focuses on those actions the States must take in the early stages regarding the designation and classification of nonattainment areas, development and adoption of required control measures, and technical analysis of their pollution problems and control strategies.


The California I/M Review Committee, in its Fourth Report to the Legislature, recommends that the BAR90 test machines be replaced by a new dynamometer test machine, IM240, and the current system of multiple, private testing centers be replaced by a centralized system of state controlled testing centers. This report looks at these recommendations in three ways: the cost to the motorist, the possible use of remote sensing as part of I/M programs, and the effectiveness of different programs for reducing vehicle emissions.

(294) "Glossary of Terms and Abbreviations." HOV System Notes, no. 7 (May 1993).


This paper looks at a broad range of research areas that are needed to bring a higher certainty to the transportation/air quality planning process.

This paper analyzes an alternate disaggregate speed correction factor model approach all within the guidelines of the California Air Resources Board's speed correction factor model where average speed of emission testing cycle is the single independent variable and four vehicle technology groups are used.


This report provides guidelines to States that are interested in allowing credits generated in their clean fuel vehicle fleet program or a similar state-originated program to be used for emission credit trading.


The purpose of this addendum is to provide information on the status of issues that have been raised regarding the 15 percent rate-of-progress plans. These issues are divided into three categories: clarification of resolved issues, status of previously identified issues, and identification of new issues.


This report discusses the regulatory programs and current credit exchange programs for urban buses and then develops a credit generation program for new urban buses and bus fleets which exceed emission requirements using clean technologies.


This report is to provide guidance to States that are interested in developing criteria and procedures for the implementation and administration of scrappage programs. It examines scrappage programs and specifies a base methodology for the calculation of MERCs from such programs.

This document focuses on the requirements due November 1992 relative to the rate-of-progress plan, including adjustments that must be made to the base year (1990) emission inventories. This document clarifies guidance provided in an August 7, 1992 memo from Mr. J. David Mobley, Chief, Emissions Inventory Branch, to U.S. EPA Regional Chiefs, regarding "November 15, 1992, Deliverables for RFP and Modeling Emission Inventories."


The CAAA requires a SIP revision, due November 15, 1994, which describes how an ozone nonattainment area will achieve post-1996 VOC reductions of at least 3 percent per year averaged over each consecutive 3-year period until the attainment date. The SIP revision must also describe how any growth in emissions over each applicable post-1996 period will be offset. The portion of the SIP revision that describes the above VOC reductions is called the post-1996 rate-of-progress (ROP) plan.

This document focuses on the calculation of post-1996 target levels, the required submittals and submittal schedules for each element of the post-1996 ROP plan and attainment demonstration, and the development of control strategies to achieve the required emission reductions. Also provided is information on acceptable data sources and procedures for projecting emissions.

This document also describes the EPA requirements for an attainment demonstration based on photochemical grid modeling and discusses the role of NOx reductions in attainment demonstrations. Additionally, this document discusses the general implications of milestone and attainment failures for serious and above ozone nonattainment areas. Specific requirements for milestone compliance demonstrations and consequences of failure to meet a milestone will be addressed in future rulemaking. This document also provides a sample checklist to aid States in a step-by-step review of their ROP plans to ensure that they contain all of the necessary components required for approval by EPA. Finally, this document provides blank forms that States are encouraged to use to document and submit their post-1996 ROP plans.


This document provides guidance to State agencies for documenting modeling procedures and results supporting 1994 revisions to ozone SIPs. The guidance identifies seven broad areas which must be documented in the SIP submittal: (1) a modeling protocol; (2) emission preparation (including quality assurance) procedures and results; (3) air quality and meteorological data input
preparations and results; (4) diagnostic tests performed to improve model performance; (5) model performance results; (6) control measures and air quality simulation results corresponding with the selected "attainment strategy;" and (7) methods for accessing data files used and produced by the model. Areas with overlapping domains must address input data consistency among the domains. Although the SIP is due November 15, 1994, EPA recommends that each of the seven parts be transmitted to the appropriate regional office as soon as it is ready, which will foster a higher quality analysis and review and diminish the need for last minute changes or additions.


Brochure describing the CMAQ program and how to get funding. Includes lists of contacts in MPOs, State DOTs, and the U.S. DOT.


According to Seitz's cover memo, this document is a subject policy document to be sent to State and local air pollution control agencies. Section 182(f) of the CAA requires the application of reasonably available control technology and new source review for major sources of NOx in moderate and above ozone nonattainment areas and for the Ozone Transport Region. Section 182(f) also contains provisions for exempting areas from these NOx requirements. This guideline indicates how EPA expects to handle the exemption provision.

This document is available from EPA's bulletin board, file name=noxexemp.zip.


This guideline provides uniform estimation methods for determining air quality impacts of vehicular traffic at intersections and if such impacts are within the National Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS) for CO. This guideline can assist with intersection analysis in accordance with State Implementation Plans (SIPs) and with Environmental Impact Statements (EISs). This guideline furnishes current techniques for emissions calculations (MOBILE5 Emissions Model) and traffic flow and delay (1985 Highway Capacity Manual (HCM)).


The Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990 will have an impact on transportation planning and project development especially in those areas not meeting the National Ambient Air Quality Standards for ozone and carbon monoxide. Other areas where the Clean Air Act will have an effect are VMT growth and congestion problems which impact future emissions; general transportation-related provisions; transportation-related provisions for ozone nonattainment areas; transportation-related provisions for carbon monoxide nonattainment areas; and conformity.


This paper provides a summary of the NARC conference, "Best Practices for Transportation Modeling for Air Quality Planning," where issues raised by the analysis provision of the Clean Air Act of 1990 (CAA) and general issues pertaining to transportation modeling were discussed. The first section of this report gives an overview of the conference sessions. The second section of this report provides some general observations that emerge from the conference discussions. The third section summarizes the five key points made from the sessions.


This report addresses 25 issues in a question and answer format pertinent to the 1990 Clean Air Act Amendment's transportation provisions. Specifically, this report looks at CAAA issues that are relevant to State DOTs and tries to provide guidance.


This report is a reference for quickly determining transportation provisions and their deadlines, plus required planning and implementation actions as outlined
in the CAAA transportation requirements for ozone and CO nonattainment areas.


This report analyzes the particular provision of the CAAA that will directly affect transportation planning/programming decisions. This report's goal is to: "(1) increase the understanding of transportation-related provisions of this complicated statute, (2) allow agencies to assess for themselves the Act's possible impact on ongoing programs, and (3) improve the response of the transportation community to some of the Act's most challenging requirements."


This workbook provides a step-by-step approach to estimating the travel and emissions changes that could result from implementing a number of Transportation Control Measures.


This report, which describes the specifications for a nonroad emissions model, forms the basis for the Emission Planning and Strategies Division's (EPSD) current work on development of the nonroad model itself. EPSD, in conjunction with the Certification Division, is revising, where necessary, the specifications described in the SAI report to ensure that the resulting nonroad model meets the requirements of eventual users.


This book is often cited as a basic reference for the study of the relationship of air quality to mobile sources. It discusses the Clean Air Act and the National Ambient Air Quality Standards, including a description of each criteria pollutant and its effects on humans. This book describes the emissions control systems on vehicles and transportation control measures to limit vehicular exhaust. This book also describes atmospheric dispersion modeling.


This report outlines the EPA's implementation strategy for the CAAA for the next two years as legislated by Congress.


This document outlines EPA's CAAA implementation priorities for the following year. It is updated annually.


This document outlines EPA's CAAA implementation priorities for the following year. It is updated annually.
This report presents highlights of the past year's activities and a summary of achievements to date. It also provides a cumulative list of actions taken to implement the 1990 Clean Air Act Amendments and a two-year projection of future activities.

This report presents highlights of the past year's activities and a summary of achievements to date. It also provides a cumulative list of actions taken to implement the 1990 Clean Air Act Amendments and a two-year projection of future activities.

This article summarizes the important results or implications of the work of Dr. Graham Johnson, an atmospheric photochemist from Australia. Dr. Johnson has been working on an Australian observational model to project NOx limited areas. He uses an unique clean smog chamber to analyze photochemical mechanisms in lower concentration regimes unavailable to U.S. researchers. Also, through the development of his new conceptual basis for examining and using data from his research, Dr. Johnson has developed a new hybrid modeling/monitoring system for assessing ozone nonattainment areas.

This study was undertaken to analyze major issues which affect electric vehicle performance and to identify research and development needs. This study also appraises the potential for technology improvements and probable impacts of electric vehicles on energy, environmental, and economic issues.

The purpose of this work was to produce a list of current shortcomings
both in transportation model structure and in the ways transportation models are used, written in large part from the perspective of air quality modelers. The intention has been to provide a document which would be of use to both transportation and air quality modelers. In addition, a list of improvements to either the models or transportation modeling procedures, augmented by sample model runs demonstrating implementation of some of these suggestions, is provided.


A task force and a number of other researchers came together to develop a criteria to follow when evaluating photochemical reaction mechanisms for their suitability for use in EPA air quality models.


This report looks at the oxygenate requirements of the 1990 CAAA and the uncertainties and obstacles the petroleum industry faces in implementing these requirements.


This article develops a framework for sampling driving patterns to explain/demonstrate the urban ecological (interaction between people) components of driving patterns. The article focuses on a study of Perth, Western Australia, where the authors perform a travel survey and combine the surveys with traditional engineering methods for comparative purposes.

This report analyzes the link between urban ecology (human factors) and driving pattern cycles. Using homogeneous urban areas (Perth, Western Australia), information is collected on driving pattern cycles. Specifically, morning, evening, and off-peak driving patterns are identified for the entire city. Driving pattern cycles are confirmed by connecting them to the urban ecology of Perth utilizing a simple traffic events model (intersection and vehicle-related events).


This article criticizes federal legislation aimed at reducing tailpipe emissions from cars and trucks through reformulated fuels. The author feels that Congress, under pressure from other groups, acted without looking at how expensive reformulated fuels would be, how much they would really reduce emissions, or how cost-effective they would be compared to other possible measures. The author goes on to discuss other ways to reduce emissions.

This report analyzes how the EPA's MOBILE5 emission factor model determines CO emissions.

This report provides guidelines for installing and using the CRC-Radian EVAP3.0 emissions model which calculates hot-soak and diurnal emissions for an average vehicle in a year based on dispensed RVP, driving patterns, fuel weathering, fuel tank level effects, diurnal temperature profile, and tank temperature.


This article reviews the EPA's Support Center for Regulatory Air Models (SCRAM) and its Bulletin Board System (BBS) which was developed to inform air pollution modelers on current emission models and EPA guidelines. The BBS provides information on CHIEF, CAA, and EMTIC. The SCRAM BBS allows remote PC users access to modeling knowledge and information.


This report presents the first phase of a study using the Urban Airshed Model (SAI, 1990; SAI, 1991; EPA 1991a) to determine the effects of different levels of uncertainties in VOC, NOx and CO emissions estimates for broad source groups (mobile sources, low-level stationary sources, elevated point sources, and biogenic sources) on future emissions control strategies designed to achieve attainment of the ozone national ambient air quality standards (NAAQS). This study focused on two urban areas (Detroit, Michigan and St. Louis, Missouri) and two broad source groups (mobile source VOC and low-level stationary source VOC) in order to provide initial answers and to assess the usefulness of this modeling approach.

Consists of text in outline (bullet) format and a chart.
Laxton, Bill. "Supplemental Guidance Emissions and Modeling Related Issues." Memorandum on Issues Associated with the 1990 Base Year Emission Inventory and Modeling, December 26, 1991. This document provides guidelines and information concerning issues in the development of the 1990 Base Year Emission Inventory and in preparing emissions inputs for photochemical model applications. It is categorized into five question and answer categories: base year emission inventory, inventories needed for model evaluation/regional use, emissions modeling parameters, reasonable further progress (RFP) issues/allowable emissions, and mobile emissions.


Legg, Bill. "A Public/Private Partnership in Transportation Demand Management." Paper Submitted for Presentation at the 71st Meeting of the Transportation Research Board, Washington D.C., January 12, 1993. This report provides a historical background for the Commuter Challenge Program, a Seattle, Washington based program that is "a public/private cooperative effort" to raise public awareness and to get employers involved in influencing their employees' commuting habits by providing incentives to ride share. This report provides a detailed outline on this program's structure, activities, and its impact on ride sharing.

This report provides an overview of the Department of Energy's program to promote the development and use of domestic replacement fuels in light duty vehicles. The Energy Policy Act of 1992 requires the DOE to create a program that analyzes the use of large volumes of replacement fuels in the years 2000 and 2010.

(391) Leman, Christopher K. "Does HOV Lane Construction Really Clean the Air?" *Newsline: Current Research in Public Transportation* 18, 3 (September 1992).


This technical report presents EPA's latest version of hydrocarbon emission factors for light-duty clean-fuel fleet vehicles. The report specifically compares the emissions of Inherently Low-Emission Vehicles (ILEVs) to those of basic clean-fuel fleet vehicles.

The report reflects the results of standard runs of MOBILE5a with minor exceptions. At this point, EPA assumes that ILEV s will have the same exhaust emissions as a basic clean-fuel vehicle, regardless of the fuel the ILEV is operated on.


This paper criticizes EPA's use of 1988--an unusually hot year--in determining ozone design values for nonattainment designation.

(397) Lorang, Philip A. "MOBILE5a Input of I/M Program Start Date." Memorandum, October 29, 1993.

MOBILE5a can model two I/M programs within a single run (unlike MOBILE5). If users choose a later date for the second I/M program, MOBILE underestimates the benefits of the program, so EPA is recommending that users do not use MOBILE to model mid-stream changes in an I/M program.

Although employees need their vehicles for non-company functions, on some days carpooling could be a viable option. Through the use of voicemail systems, employees can send messages to a large group of users seeking out carpooling options or even emergency rides. A voicemail ridematching system allows employees to find carpooling options from one day to the next.


Briefly discusses the relationship of air quality and transportation modeling, and the models JHK has developed.


This document describes the weight program that is used with EMFAC, California’s emission factor model. The weight program provides EMFAC with estimates of vehicle mileage accumulation and with weighted fractions of vehicle activity (VMT, number of trips, or vehicle population) by model year.


This report combines the work of four work assignments under EPA
Contract No. 68-D9-0713. Its goal was to set forth the development of a prototype Economic Growth Analysis Systems (E-GAS) modeling system. This report provides a detailed design and development of the E-GAS model. E-GAS is capable of determining emissions inventories of volatile organic compounds, nitrogen oxide, and carbon monoxide for ozone nonattainment areas and Regional Oxidation Model (ROM) modeling areas.


This report describes EMFAC, California's emission factor model, and its companion programs.


Thesis developed methodologies to estimate vehicle emission and energy consumption impacts of modal shifts to HOV lanes when latent travel demand is considered. Results of the study indicate that reduced VMT does not necessarily cause reduced emissions of all three mobile source pollutants, even when latent travel demand is not considered.


(412) Transportation Impacts of the Clean Air Act: Mobile Source Emissions and Alternative Fuels, Conference Chair Mark E. Maggio. Ames, Iowa: Midwest
Transportation Center, Iowa State University, July 1991.
Abstracted proceedings of a conference held in Des Moines, July 25-26, 1991.


This report covers the work during the first year of a project to upgrade the Highway Performance Monitoring System (HPMS) for use in Texas for estimating the current needs of the highway network in Texas and making forecasts of future needs. The objective of the project is to develop an improved energy module to make more accurate estimates of energy consumption and savings attributed to highway investment strategies.

This report documents a series of equations developed to calculate vehicle operating costs. The equations cover vehicle use consumption of fuel, oil, tires, depreciation, and maintenance. The coefficients of these equations are contained in an external data file that can be read and updated without requiring changes to the program in the future. A subroutine to read the coefficient data file is also included.

Recommendations for further work on HPMS are also included. This includes use of HPMS in making short and medium term forecasts, and incorporation of economic analysis in HPMS.


This study was undertaken to determine the percentage of cold start operating modes for carbon monoxide modeling. Researchers collected data in the Pittsburgh and Providence regions and found that the cold start fractions vary considerably according to time of day and location within the urban area.


This summary analyzes the results from the Regional Ozone Modeling for Northeast Transport (ROMNET) study to examine the conditions in which alternative control strategies were predicted to be effective in improving air quality.


This memorandum's purpose is to clarify under what circumstances EPA would consider a state has failed to submit an emission inventory as part of a SIP revision.

(428) Mobley, J. David. "State Assistance for AIRS/AMS Data Entry of Nonroad and On-Highway Mobile and Biogenic Emission Inventory Data." Memorandum to Chief, Technical and Program Support Branch, Region I; Chief, State Air Programs Branch, Region I; Chief, Air Programs Branch, Regions II-IV, VI, VIII, and X; Chief, Air Enforcement Branch, Region V; Chief, Air, Toxics, and
Radiation Branch, Region V; Chief, Regulation Development Branch, Region V; Chief, Air Branch, Region VII; Chief, Air Planning Branch, Region IX, October 1992.


This is a summary of activities of the Model Clearinghouse from August 26, 1991 to August 21, 1992. This report summarizes the FY-92 Clearinghouse activities and Clearinghouse responses to categorical modeling problems during FY-92. This report lists Clearinghouse memoranda during this period, provides a memorandum outlining steps used by the Clearinghouse in analyzing PM-10 attainment demonstrations, contains a list of EPA Model Clearinghouse contact personnel, and summarizes Clearinghouse responsibilities, structure, and operational procedures.


This report provides a history on the UAM and describes the scientific basis for the model.

This report is a user's guide for operating all UAM preprocessors except the wind and emissions mode. An example for running the central UAM is included.


This comprehensive study summarizes what is known about motor vehicle-related air toxics and presents significant scientific opinion on each issue. The study was completed May 15, 1992, by the EPA in compliance with the Clean Air Act Amendments (CAAA). It covers the need for, and feasibility of, controlling emissions of toxic air pollutants that are unregulated under the Clean Air Act (CAA) and associated with motor vehicles and motor vehicle fuels. The study considers the means and measures for such controls, and focuses on those categories of emissions that pose the greatest risk to human health or about which significant uncertainties remain.

Hundreds of compounds found in motor vehicle emissions have been identified. The study covers the specific pollutants or pollutant categories that include benzene, formaldehyde, 1,3-butadiene, acetaldehyde, diesel particulate matter, gasoline particulate matter, and gasoline vapors, as well as selected metals and motor vehicle-related pollutants previously identified in Section 112(b) of the CAA.

Topics covered for each pollutant or pollutant category include chemical and physical properties, formation and control technology, emissions, atmospheric reactivity and residence times, exposure estimation, EPA's carcinogenicity assessment, recent and ongoing research, carcinogenic risk, and non-cancer health effects.

There is also a chapter that describes EPA's Integrated Air Cancer Project, aimed at identifying the major carcinogenic chemicals emitted into the air, and the sources of these chemicals. Another chapter describes qualitative changes in toxic pollutant levels with the use of alternative clean fuels such as methanol, ethanol, compressed natural gas, and liquid propane gas.


Through a remote sensing unit, a study of measuring exhaust percentages of CO and HC from vehicles passing through a single lane roadway was
conducted. The authors concluded that TCMs aimed at "gross polluters" (vehicles with high levels of CO and HC emissions) will have a more significant emissions reduction, due to the fact that more than half the CO was emitted by 6.9% of the vehicles measured and half the HC was emitted by 20% of the vehicles measured ("gross polluters").


This study compares the socioeconomic composition of 40 Texas neighborhoods severely affected by air pollution to 40 randomly selected metro neighborhoods in the state. This study shows that in Texas these neighborhoods are inhabited by middle class working individuals who wish to live closer to their jobs. This finding is in contrast to other studies outside the state who have found that poor, minority people live in these polluted areas.


This white paper was written in response to published criticisms concerning the accuracy of EPA's MOBILE model emissions estimates. This report provides background information on emissions testing by the EPA, and it addresses concerns about the underestimation of in-use emissions, providing information on EPA's planned improvements for the next version of MOBILE (version 5.0).


This study is a response to the Congressional directive that EPA quantify the contribution of nonroad sources to ozone and carbon monoxide air pollution and to other pollutants believed to endanger public health.
Section 182(c)(2)(B) of the CAAA allows the substitution of NOx emission reductions for VOC reductions in the post-1996 RFP VOC reduction requirement for serious and above ozone areas. This is allowed only if it can be demonstrated that the NOx emission reductions (in place of VOC reductions) would yield an equivalent ozone reduction. This guidance contains two basic steps: (1) an equivalency demonstration requires that cumulative RFP emission reductions must be consistent with the NOx and VOC emission reductions determined in the ozone attainment modeling demonstration, and (2) specified reductions in NOx and VOC emissions should be accomplished in the interim period between 1996 and the attainment date, consistent with the continuous RFP emission reduction requirement.


The purpose of this report is to summarize the action taken with respect to


"This report summarizes data currently available on the relationships between land use, transportation and air quality. It also highlights land use strategies that can help to reduce the use of the private automobile. And, it briefly summarizes several research projects funded by the California Air Resources Board (ARB). As new data becomes available, it will be added to updated versions of this report."


Vehicular congestion at the U.S. and Canadian border crossing between Washington state and British Columbia is such a problem that alternatives are being gathered to provide some relief for motorists. One alternative is to estimate delay times and then inform motorists so they can select among alternative border crossing sites, or delay their trips. This report utilizes duration models to approximate vehicular delay and show the usefulness of such models as a basis for a fully automated motorist information system.


Methodology for projecting future distributions of vehicles by age and type (size) for 10 Texas metropolitan statistical areas (MSA's) consisting of 31 counties is documented in this report. Each county was analyzed for historical data pertaining to population, number employed and unemployed, income, and household size. The number of vehicles registered by model year and vehicle weight were gathered for each county. Distribution of vehicles by age and type (size), and trends in vehicle ownership were compiled and analyzed. Vehicle emissions and energy consumption was then evaluated from projections provided by the data for the mix of vehicles by age and size for the years 2000, 2010, and 2020.

The Personal Computer - Biogenic Emissions Inventory System (PC-BEIS) assists users in determining hourly emissions of biogenic non-methane hydrocarbon emissions for counties throughout the United States. PC-BEIS takes into account land use, leaf biomass, and emission factors on emission rates. It also includes adjustments due to temperature and sunlight. PC-BEIS was compiled using Microsoft FORTRAN and the source code was written in ANSI FORTRAN 77. PC-BEIS is transferable to IBM compatible computers and most other computers.

An updated Biogenic Emission Inventory Guidance document is available from EPA BBS, file name=bioupdat.txt.

---


This report addresses the issues involved with mandated enhanced vehicle emissions inspections (I&M) beginning in 1995 and their effectiveness in emissions control. Specifically, the increased demand for vehicle repairs (it is estimated that 8 - 12 million cars will not pass I & M inspections) not keeping pace with inspection techniques and complex high-tech vehicles. This paper suggests that citizens will not tolerate these expenses and inconveniences which could cause a rejection of I & M programs.


This paper summarizes results of the Van Nuys Tunnel study in 1987 and provides information supporting these results by other tunnel studies, open roadway studies, and urban air studies. The authors determined that vehicle emission calculation techniques underestimated hydrocarbon and carbon monoxide emission values. The authors concluded that tampered or poorly maintained vehicles add to the problem and are underrepresented in the in-use dynamometer tests; that models place a low value on HC emissions underestimating its significance in urban areas; that emission control systems may deteriorate in hot and/or humid climates; and that DFW Airport Tunnel is the best site for a tunnel study in Texas to measure regulated emissions. This paper
provides a fact sheet and a nine page bibliography.


Procedures are described for compiling the complete comprehensive emission inventory of the criteria pollutants and pollutant sources. These procedures described are for use in the air quality management programs of State and local air pollution control agencies. Basic emission inventory elements - planning, data collection, emission estimates, inventory file formatting, reporting, and maintenance are described. Prescribed methods are presented; optional methods are provided. The procedures are presented in five (5) volumes: Volume I, Emission Inventory; Volume II, Point Sources; Volume III, Area Sources; Volume IV, Mobile Sources; Volume V, Bibliography.


Volume I describes procedures for preparing a countywide inventory of volatile organic compounds (VOC), nitrogen oxides (NOx), and carbon monoxide (CO) for stationary sources. It is a companion document to Volume II, which describes procedures for converting an annual countywide emission inventory to a detailed inventory needed for photochemical models. This document is an update to the original, (450/4-88-021), published in 1988.


This is a companion document to Volume I, which describes procedures for compiling the annual countywide inventory of volatile organic compound (VOC) emissions. Volume II describes procedures for converting the annual countywide emissions inventory to the detailed inventory needed for photochemical models. The detailed inventory contains hourly gridded emissions (by species class for VOC and NOx) and CO for the days to be simulated in the photochemical model. This document is an update to the original, (450/4-79-018), published in 1979.

EPA uses a standard set of statistical and graphical procedures for analyzing and displaying the performance of air quality simulation models. Advances in statistical methods have allowed a better comparison of models. This document uses a statistical approach in two steps. The first step is a screening test to eliminate models that fail to perform at a minimum operating level. The second step, applied only to models that pass the screening test, uses analysis based on a computer intensive resampling technique called bootstrapping to generate a probability distribution of feasible data outcomes. Comparison of the distributions of composite measures of performance for each pair of models provides evidence of the degree to which one model performs better than other competing models.


These procedures are required by section 130 of the CAA. The draft procedures describe how the public can participate in the development of emissions estimation guidance both by submitting data for review and by reviewing materials submitted by others. EPA's primary emission estimation publication is "Compilation of Air Pollutant Emission Factors" (AP-42). In addition to AP-42, the procedures as drafted provide the public a means to propose revisions to the SPECIATE and FIRE databases and various estimation guidance memoranda and documents. The public is encouraged to submit information for new or revised factors for any air pollutant.


This report provides guidelines pertaining to proposed revisions to Title 40 Part 58 of the Code of Federal Regulations. The proposed revisions pertain to the enhanced monitoring of ozone precursors and meteorological monitoring. This report consists of the following sections: an introduction, methodology for measuring volatile organic ozone precursors in ambient air, methodology for the determination of total nonmethane organic compounds in ambient air, methodology for measuring oxides of nitrogen and total reactive oxides of nitrogen in ambient air, methodology for the determination of carbonyl compounds in ambient air, meteorological monitoring, references, discussion, issues, and selected procedures related to canister sampling, and list of material.
equipment, and vendors.


Describes the San Francisco Bay Area HOV Master Plan in terms of transportation and air quality impacts.


This report was written to provide technical consulting to state and local air agencies preparing 1990 base year SIP emission inventories. The interim procedures outlined in this document may not conform to future releases of EPA procedures and guidance. These procedures are not meant to supersede any official EPA guidelines.


This report provides a manual for the prototype modeling system, Economic Growth Analysis System (E-GAS), which will be used to determine emissions inventories of volatile organic compounds, nitrogen oxides, and carbon monoxide for ozone nonattainment areas and ROM modeling regions.


Includes text and copies of overhead projection slides.


This document is intended to help the user install the AMS-PC program on
his computer. It is not intended to give any instructions on how to use the
AMS-PC system other than to boot the program. For information on the use of
AMS-PC, refer to the "AMS-PC Program User's Guide".


(486) Reser, Andrew J., David T. Hartgen and Walter E. Martin. "The Role of
Transportation Control Measures in Reducing Air Pollution: MPO Views." In
*Transportation Planning and Air Quality II*, edited by Wholley, Thomas F.,

(487) *Rethinking the Ozone Problem in Urban and Regional Air Pollution*. Washington,

This book "describes how scientific information can be used to develop
more effective approaches to control ozone. It covers the latest data and analysis
on how tropospheric ozone is formed, how accurately we are measuring it,
deficiencies in efforts to date to control the problem, approaches to reducing
ozone precursor emissions that hold the most promise, and what additional
research is needed." This book also discusses atmospheric chemistry and how
ozone is formed and measured.

Park, N.C.: Certification Division, Office of Mobile Sources, Office of Air and

This status report addresses the progress EPA has made to date in
complying with the CAA provisions and the status of future research efforts.

(489) *Revisions to the State Implementation Plan for Inhalable Particulate Matter
(PM10): 1991 PM10 SIP for Moderate Area - El Paso*. Austin, Tex.: Texas Air

(490) *Revisions to the State Implementation Plan (SIP) for Carbon Monoxide (CO): 1992
CO SIP for Moderate Area - El Paso*. Austin, Tex.: Texas Air Control Board,

(492) *Revisions to the State Implementation Plan (SIP) for the Control of Ozone Air
Pollution: 1993 Rate-of-Progress SIP for Dallas/Fort Worth, El Paso,
Beaumont/Port Arthur, and Houston/Galveston Ozone Nonattainment Areas.*
Austin, Tex.: Texas Air Control Board, July 16, 1993.

Contains revisions to policies, control strategies, social and economic
considerations, and hearing requirements. Contains new sections on the 1993
Rate-of-Progress requirements.


This redesignation request includes sections on policy and purpose; principal plan elements; the 1979 ozone control plan and control strategy; information on the 1993 Rate-of-Progress plans for the other Texas nonattainment areas; and other sections.


This report provides an assessment of the most important issues affecting tropospheric ozone pollution and their implications for regulatory programs.


This empirical study, the first of its kind, analyzes the emission impacts of telecommuting. Telecommuting programs are "the partial or total substitution of telecommunications, with or without assistance of computers, for the twice daily commute to/from work." Although telecommuting was first envisioned as "computer-based information employees, working from home, full time," many jobs deal with employees telecommunicating part time one to two days a week.


A need will arise among many metropolitan areas to create new or revised air quality attainment and maintenance plans for abating ambient ozone and/or carbon monoxide emissions levels (as required by Title I of the 1990 Clean Air Act Amendments - CAAA). The EPA has provided guidance and programs for metropolitan areas to confidently control carbon monoxide. The author cites a need for further guidance and data on abating secondary emissions such as non-methane hydrocarbons (reactive organic gases - ROG), nitrogen oxides, nitrates, nitrous oxide, and aldehydes. The author looks at the complex problem of controlling these emissions; he gives a brief historical perspective on SIPs and mobile source emissions; he provides a perspective on TCMs; and, finally, he discusses what he calls the modeler's quandary.

The purpose of this report is to provide guidelines for planners to improve the estimation of mobile source emissions without going over budget and staying within compliance of the 1990 Clean Air Act Amendments (CAAA). The authors feel that improvement in emissions testing is possible with tools and equipment currently available.


The purpose of this report is to provide uniform guidelines for measuring the air quality impacts of vehicular traffic at intersections, and determine if these impacts are within the National Ambient Air Quality Standards for carbon monoxide.


This report summarizes the results of a symposium on congestion pricing implementation issues sponsored by the FHWA and the Federal Transit Administration held in Arlington, Virginia, on June 10-12, 1992.


This report summarizes a FHWA/Federal Transit Administration seminar on the application of pricing principles to congestion management held in Washington D.C. on July 23, 1991.


This guidance is required by Section 187(a) of the CAAA of 1990. It offers the EPA's recommendations on how to forecast and track vehicle miles traveled (VMT) in Moderate and Serious CO non-attainment areas with design values greater than 12.7 ppm at the time of classification. The purpose of this
guide is to help states prepare SIP revisions that EPA can readily propose to approve as meeting the requirements of the CAAA. If a state adheres to this guidance, EPA will propose approval of its SIP. States are encouraged to obtain EPA approval before using methods other than those specified in this guidance in order to avoid later problems.


This paper gives a short summary on principal emissions regulation and the physical processes that affect the atmospheric behavior of chemicals. It also discusses air-quality models and the types of input data and processes used to measure emissions.

(511) Seitz, John S. "Transmittal of NOx Substitution Guidance." Memorandum to Director, Air, Pesticides and Toxics Management Division, Region I; Director, Air and Waste Management Division, Region II; Director, Air, Radiation and Toxics Division, Region III; Director, Air, Pesticides and Toxics Management Division, Region IV; Director, Air and Radiation Division, Region V; Director, Air, Pesticides and Toxics, Division, Region VI; Director, Air and Toxics Division, Region VII-X, January 5, 1994.

Attached to this memo is the NOx Substitution Guidance required under Section 182(c)(2)(C) of the CAA. This guidance introduces greater flexibility in developing ozone attainment strategies by utilizing NOx emission reductions for meeting Reasonable Further Progress (RFP) requirements after 1996.


This paper will contrast California's Direct Travel Impact Model (DTIM) to the more widely used U.S. Department of Transportation program UROAD. Also, the California mobile source emission model EMFAC7/IRS will be contrasted to the EPA's model, MOBILE2.


This paper discusses what DTIM (Direct Travel Impact Model) is, how DTIM can be used and abused, what is needed to run EMFAC7, IRS, DTIM, approaches to travel stratification and DTIM parameterization, and speciation.

This document is a bibliography of materials pertaining to the CAAA which includes abstracts for each entry.


The QUEWZ Model, an effective model for predicting the impact of urban highway construction on user costs, is modified to (the PC version) isolate energy consumption (specifically in the vehicle operating costs subroutine) and to report tailpipe emissions. The authors call the new version QUEWZ-E and tested it on a number of Interstate bridge work zones. They found significant emissions problems in these work zones and feel that QUEWZ-E can identify effective construction strategies that will reduce emission levels.


This report describes the work by the Energy Division staff during FY 1992. The research is supported by the Department of Energy, numerous other federal agencies, and some private organizations.


This paper comments on the analysis process used to assess the air quality impacts of high occupancy vehicle (HOV) lane and ramp metering projects, and examines the degree to which these popular measures are effective and compatible where jointly applied to improve freeway operations. It happens that there exist subtle and potentially perverse interrelationships between HOV lanes and ramp metering. Also, in an environment of worsening congestion, ramp metering has a limited life. Proper management of these respective systems can occur only when they are administered with full acknowledgement of their mutual interdependence, and with a long term view of their relative potential.


This paper discusses the greater roles that transportation and air quality
planners share in each other's fields. It also discusses travel trends, air quality trends, and conformity provisions.


This report was commissioned by the U.S. Department of Transportation to evaluate the structure and function of MOBILE, and to document changes that occurred among model revisions. This consisted of reviewing succeeding variations to the model to document the basic model structure, identifying changes to existing components (e.g., base emission rates, speed corrections, temperature corrections, etc.), and evaluating the addition of new capabilities (e.g., modeling of oxygenated fuels, resting loss emissions, and evaporative system functional checks). In addition, the impacts of model changes on fleet-average emission factor estimates were quantified under a variety of vehicle operating conditions (e.g., speed, temperature, operating mode, etc.).


This report contains user's manuals for three computer modules designed to quantify emission benefits of individual transportation control measures. Includes user's manuals for transportation, emissions, and cost-effectiveness modules.


The CAAA of 1990 require changes to the makeup of the national fleet, the kinds of fuel used, and driving behavior. This report explores the major CAA programs that target highway vehicles, such as reformulated and oxygenated fuels, new vehicle emission standards, inspection and maintenance programs, Stage II and Onboard Vapor Recovery Systems, TCMs, and transportation conformity.


(530) Spencer, Peter L. "Calling All Consumers; Smog Science." *Consumers' Research* 75, 2 (February 1992): 38.

This article discusses the lack of scientific understanding behind ozone regulations which can lead to difficulties in knowing exactly how to control the ozone problem or how severe ozone may be in a specific area.


This report lists the transportation-related requirements and submittal dates for the Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990 as they pertain to the State of Texas. Texas has four urban areas in nonattainment of federal air quality standards: Dallas-Fort Worth, Beaumont-Port Arthur, El Paso, and Houston-Galveston-Brazoria. Specific requirements for these four urban nonattainment areas are included. Guidance documents for performing required tasks and possible sanctions for failure to comply are also listed.


Emissions of one ozone precursor, a class of compounds called volatile organic chemicals (VOCs), have been chronically underestimated. This article calls for a "fundamental change" in U.S. ozone reduction strategy.


BURDEN is an emissions model developed for use with California's EMFAC emission factor model. BURDEN reads activity factors from data files and multiplies them by EMFAC's emission factors to print out emission estimates by county or by air basin for each of the 13 vehicle classes used in California.


A summary of public comments to EPA's proposed changes to the *Guideline on Air Quality Models*. This summary also contains EPA's responses to the comments, and should be read in conjunction with the preamble to the Federal Register notice in 56 FR 5900.

The mobile source section contains comments on CAL3QHC and on the Guideline for Modeling CO from Roadway Intersections.

Compilation of Air Pollutant Emission Factors, AP-42, reports data on emissions of atmospheric pollutants for which sufficient information exists to establish realistic emission estimates. The highway source data presented in this supplement are based on MOBILE4, a computer program issued by the EPA in March 1989, which estimates fleet emission rates for hydrocarbons (HC), carbon monoxide (CO), and oxides of nitrogen (NOx) for any calendar year between 1960 and 2020. The emission factors for off-highway mobile sources are presented in Section II of the 4th edition of AP-42 (September 1985) and are not revised in this supplement. EPA will issue additional supplements to this volume, updating the emission factors for particulates, transit buses, and off-highway mobile sources, as new data are available.


Supplement B is an update to "Guideline on Air Quality Models." The page number will indicate which pages are to be added and which are to replace previous pages.


This document provides guidance for the I/M hotline service required by the I/M program regulations in 40 CFR 51.369(a)(2). State and local agencies must provide this hotline service for basic I/M areas by 1994 and for enhanced I/M areas by 1995. The hotline services should be designed to (1) assist repair technicians with specific repair problems, (2) answer technical questions that arise in the repair process, and (3) answer questions related to the legal requirements of state and federal law with regard to emission control device tampering, engine switching, or similar issues.


This is a user guide for the ROM-UAM Interface System which allows ROM model outputs to be used as inputs for meteorological and boundary/initial condition processors.
Texas instituted an alternative fuels--primarily compressed natural gas (CNG)--program for public fleet operations beginning in the 1991-92 fiscal year.

A life-cycle cost/benefit model for evaluating the economic implications of this action was developed by U.T. at Austin Center for Transportation Research. This report documents the various input data, calculations, and assumptions inherent in the CNG Net Present Value (NPV) model.

Input data with constant values are discussed first and include basic parameters for fuel tank pressures, on-board storage capacity, vehicle conversion costs, number of tanks, etc. Variable input data include the number and types of vehicles, fuel consumption, etc. The next section presents formulas for the internal model calculations. The final section discusses the basic assumptions inherent in the model.

The Alternative Fuels Council is charged with the responsibility of coordinating a comprehensive statewide program to support the use of environmentally beneficial alternative fuels in vehicle fleets owned by state and local governments and political subdivisions. The council's leadership should encourage the use of alternative fuels in private fleets. The council's programs are intended to accelerate the transition to alternative fuels and to ease its financial impact on state and local governments.

TxDOT has adopted a new section, 17.80, to the TAC that establishes a vehicle emissions verification system to ensure compliance with I/M programs in ozone nonattainment areas. Vehicle owners in ozone nonattainment areas must submit an inspection certificate when registering their vehicles in that county.

This publication contains public comments and responses to the proposed rule as it was published in the August 20, 1993 Texas Register. The adopted rule contains some changes to the proposed rule.

Texas Natural Resource Conservation Commission. "Control of Air Pollution from Motor Vehicles: 30 TAC Section 114.23 (Proposed Change)." 18 TexReg 6424,
September 21, 1993.

Proposed revision to the ozone SIPs for Houston/Galveston, Dallas/Fort Worth and El Paso. The proposed section contains: TCM-specific definitions; designations of affected MPOs responsible for TCM development, funding, and implementation; requirements that MPOs submit specific information provided by agencies or entities responsible for implementation of TCM and a quantification of the emission reduction benefits; requirements that MPOs maintain and provide specific information regarding the status of TCM implementation; requirements that the MPO modify the TIP for the area, as necessary, to correct implementation deficiencies; and prescribed enforcement actions to be taken if deficiencies remain unresolved or if egregious or knowing violations of TCM commitments occur.


Describes control requirements, alternate control requirements, inspection requirements, testing requirements, recordkeeping requirements, exemptions, training requirements, and counties and compliance schedules.


The new rule is a revision to the ozone SIP. The rule basically formalizes the guidance from EPA to assure that TCMs are specific and enforceable. If the MPOs propose TCMs for the SIP which follow this guidance and then fail to produce the required emissions reduction, there are specific alternative measures which need to be applied. If these procedures are carefully followed, it is highly unlikely that enforcement action will be taken against the MPO or implementing agency, unless it is an egregious or knowing violation. Whenever TCMs are submitted, there should be definite commitments, obligation of a funding source, a schedule to plan, implement, and enforce the TCM, and a monitoring program to assess the TCM's effectiveness and to allow for corrections or alterations. The RTC should carefully weigh any reluctance to commit TCMs to the SIP against the possible failure to attain the NAAQS and a possible bump up to a worse category, or the imposition of sanctions by EPA under the provisions of the FCAA.


Adopts the repeal of the old Inspection/Maintenance (I/M) Program section of the TAC and adopts a new one. The new section contains I/M
program-specific definitions; prohibitions on the operation of a motor vehicle without satisfying required inspection requirements; prohibitions on the improper issuance of a vehicle emissions certificate; a prohibition of the use or distribution of falsified inspection documents; requirements that I/M program contractors satisfy all applicable provisions of the Texas I/M State Implementation Plan (SIP); requirements that vehicles from state registration and certain fleet vehicles not registered, but primarily operated in an I/M program area comply with the emissions inspection requirements; requirements that federal agencies ensure that vehicles operated by federal employees on property under the agency's jurisdiction comply with the I/M program requirements; requirements that owners of vehicles that are identified by on-road testing submit the vehicle for an out-of-cycle inspection and corrective action; provisions for receipt of minimum expenditure, hardship, and time extension waivers and other general exemptions; and specification of the model years subject to the inspection program and the applicable counties and compliance schedules.

TNRCC concurrently proposed control strategies that will meet or exceed EPA's enhanced I/M program requirements for Houston/Galveston/Brazoria and El Paso, and that will meet or exceed EPA's basic I/M program requirements for Dallas/Fort Worth and Beaumont/Port Arthur.


TNRCC adopts new Section 114.23 concerning enforceability of transportation control measures (TCMs). The new rule is a revision to the SIP for ozone nonattainment areas.


A proposed amendment to the Employer Trip Reduction (ETR) Program to delay the plan submission dates for employers with 150 or more employees to allow additional time for plan preparation. The additional time is needed due to delays in the development of Employee Transportation Coordinator (ETC) training courses.


TNRCC proposes a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) with the Texas Department of Transportation (TxDOT). The purpose of the MOU is to enable TNRCC to review TxDOT projects which may affect air quality in order to assist TxDOT in making environmentally sound decisions, and the development of a system by which information developed by TxDOT and TNRCC may be exchanged to the mutual benefit of both agencies.

TNRCC proposes new sections concerning the control of Reid Vapor Pressure (RVP) of gasoline. The proposed sections are in response to EPA's requirements for the 15 Percent Rate of Progress SIP.

The proposed sections would limit gasoline RVP to 6.5 psi absolute during the summer ozone season. Proposed alternate control requirements which will result in equivalent VOC emission reductions may be approved by the Executive Director. Proposed approved test methods identify federally approved test methods for determining compliance with gasoline RVP limits. There are also proposed sections on recordkeeping requirements, exemptions, and counties and compliance schedules.


The rule adopting Phase II of the Rate of Progress (ROP) SIP.


The TNRCC proposes to delete section 114.1(b)(3)(A), concerning alternative fuel conversions. The subparagraph is proposed for deletion in order to enable fleet operators to continue to convert vehicles to use alternative fuels in accordance with legislative mandates as administered by the TNRCC until the EPA publishes the final rules for vehicle conversions.


The Lake Michigan Air Director Consortium were granted permission to use modified UAM that came out of their extensive study to improve UAM applications in the Lower Lake Michigan area, including Chicago. This permission was granted without the usual side-by-side type of model performance evaluation requirement, because of their extensive study. EPA regions may receive requests to modify UAM or use the Lower Lake Michigan version. Unless the State plans an extensive study, the UAM must undergo a performance evaluation, pursuant to Section 3.2.2 of the Guideline on Air Quality Models.

Response to a memo asking EPA if 0.124 was an acceptable target level for ozone attainment demonstrations. EPA responds that they must achieve 0.120 ppm to comply with the NAAQS.


This paper provides a statutory and legislative background for the Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990 (CAAA) and the Intermodal Surface Transportation Efficiency Act of 1991 (ISTEA). Each piece of legislation is discussed. A shift of focus from projects to process are discussed. This paper also looks at the role of citizens in promoting clean air and transportation control measures.


STAPPA/ALAPCO has developed model rules for both the transportation and general conformity rules to help states develop their conformity SIPs. The STAPPA/ALAPCO models are intended to serve as guidance and offer options for SIP revisions.


Brochure describing the transportation related requirements of the CAAA, primarily from Titles I and II. Contains tables that list the requirements for ozone, carbon monoxide, and PM-10 emission reductions.

A list of citations, with abstracts, from a TRIS search.

A list of citations, with abstracts, from a TRIS search.

A list of citations, with abstracts, from a TRIS search on HOV and air quality.

A list of citations, with abstracts, from a TRIS search.

A list of citations, with abstracts, from a TRIS search.


Proceedings of a meeting held April 10-12, 1990, in Washington, D.C.


This book describes what ozone is and how it harms people and the environment. It also discusses what is being done to reduce ozone emissions and actions planned for future reductions.


Light-duty vehicles--automobiles and light trucks--account for a large portion of urban air quality problems. For example, they produce about half of urban emissions of reactive organic gases (a precursor to ozone) and the preponderance of carbon monoxide emissions. With regulation of new vehicles above the 90 percent control level for the major pollutants and scheduled to become even stricter in the near future, emissions from older vehicles have drawn increasing attention. Although cars of 1971 or earlier vintage made up only about 3.4 percent of the auto fleet in 1990 and were driven less than 2 percent of the miles, the EPA estimates they created at least 6 percent of the hydrocarbon emissions, 7.5 percent of the carbon monoxide, and 4.7 percent of the nitrogen oxides. Further, because older cars generally are much less fuel efficient than new ones, they burn a disproportionate share of gasoline and thus are responsible for a similarly large share of the environmental, economic, and national security effects of gasoline use.

The Union Oil Company (Unocal) has demonstrated a successful program to retire 1970 and earlier vintage cars in the Los Angeles area, removing nearly 8,400 old cars by buying them from their owners for $700 each and scrapping them. The success of this program has spurred national interest: both the House and Senate have expressed interest, and recently the Administration has proposed a program based on awarding pollution credits to companies that participate. The Subcommittee on Energy and Power of the House Committee on Energy and Commerce asked OTA to examine the costs and benefits of vehicle retirement programs. This report responds to the Subcommittee's request.


This rule describes EPA's criteria for a complete SIP submittal. It provides a procedure and a screening procedure designed to enable states to prepare adequate SIP submittals. This rule also provides procedures to enable EPA reviewers to promptly screen SIP submittals and to return any submittals found incomplete to the states without having to go through a formal rulemaking.

This notice was published prior to the adoption of the 1990 Clean Air Act Amendments. See the August 26, 1991 Federal Register notice for the final
rulemaking after the 1990 Amendments were passed.


This rule describes EPA's criteria for a complete SIP submittal. It provides a procedure and a screening procedure designed to enable states to prepare adequate SIP submittals. This rule also provides procedures to enable EPA reviewers to promptly screen SIP submittals and to return any submittals found incomplete to the states without having to go through a formal rulemaking. See the technical correction to this notice, published November 8, 1991 in the Federal Register.

(605) U.S. Environmental Protection Agency. "State Implementation Plans for Nonattainment Areas for Ozone (Notice of finding of failure to submit a required state implementation plan and proposed rule)." 56 FR 54554, October 22, 1991.

The EPA gives notice that it is making a finding, under section 179(a)(1) of the CAA, as amended, for each State listed in Table A, that the State has failed to submit an implementation plan or plan element required under the provisions of the CAA. The notice addresses the requirement under section 182(a)(2)(A) that, within 6 months of the classification of an ozone nonattainment area, States submit certain corrections to VOC regulations for specific ozone nonattainment areas. This notice continues the process initiated in June 1991 when letters were sent by the EPA Regional Offices to 11 States and the District of Columbia notifying each of its failure to make a submittal. Today's notice consolidates these individual regionally-applicable actions for the purpose of providing an opportunity for comment.


This rule sets forth the attainment status, including designations and classifications for selected areas affected by the ozone, carbon monoxide (CO), particulate matter (PM), and lead national ambient air quality standards (NAAQS). The table following this rule set forth, on a State-by-State, pollutant-by-pollutant basis (as appropriate), the attainment status of the above mentioned NAAQS as submitted by the appropriate States, and approved or as designated and classified by the EPA. Designations and classifications revised as a result of technical corrections will be republished.


This action adds a general definition of volatile organic compounds (VOC) to EPA's regulations governing the preparation of SIPs which are required
under Title I of the CAA. Today's action also incorporates this definition into various SIP-related rules, including EPA's new source review rules and the Federal implementation plan (FIP) rules for the Chicago area.


This Final Rule approves a revision to the Texas State Implementation Plan (SIP) that includes amendments to the Texas Air Control Board (TACB) Regulation VI, General Rules, a Supplement, and commitment letters, all related to the Prevention of Significant Deterioration (PSD) program. This approval enables the State of Texas to issue and enforce PSD permits directly in most areas of the State without final issuance of those PSD permits by the EPA.

(609) U.S. Environmental Protection Agency. "Environmental Protection Agency; Memorandum of Understanding (Notice)." 57 FR 34606, August 5, 1992.

The FHWA and the EPA today publish for public information the text of the Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) signed by the FHWA and the EPA to increase cooperation in a number of high priority areas for an environmentally-sound transportation system in the United States.


This ruling proposes a review of the standards upon which the current NAAQS for ozone are based. The existing primary and secondary standards for O3 is set at 0.12 ppm. This ruling proposes under section 109(d)(1) that changes of the primary and secondary standards are not appropriate at this time.


EPA's final action in redesignating some areas or portions of areas to nonattainment for PM-10 and SO2. There were no new designations for areas in Texas. SEE ALSO the amendments and corrections published November 30, 1992 in the Federal Register.


Notice that EPA accepts and approves Texas' SIP revision after Texas added sections identifying Reasonably Available Control Technology rules for VOCs.

Notice of application for extension of the Reformulated Gasoline Program to the Dallas/Fort Worth area in the state of Texas.

(614) U.S. Environmental Protection Agency. "Notice of Final Oxygenated Fuels Labeling Regulations Under Section 211(m) of the Clean Air Act as Amended (Notice of Final Rulemaking)." 57 FR 47769, October 20, 1992.

The CAAA require various states to implement an oxygenated gasoline program. Any person selling retail oxygenated gas pursuant to the state program must label the fuel dispensing system in accordance with EPA regulations. The labels must say that the gas is oxygenated and that it will reduce mobile vehicle CO pollution. The labeling regulations apply to nonattainment CO areas with design values of 9.5 ppm or more, and they apply during the nonattainment area's control period.

(615) U.S. Environmental Protection Agency. "Regulation of Fuel and Fuel Additives; Administrator's Finding that No Control or Prohibition on Maximum Oxygen Content of a Winter Oxygenated Gasoline Program is Necessary Under Section 211(c)(4)(A) of the Clean Air Act as Amended by the Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990 (Notice of Proposed Finding)." 57 FR 47849, October 20, 1992.

(616) U.S. Environmental Protection Agency. "Guidelines for Oxygenated Gasoline Credit Programs and Guidelines on Establishment of Control Periods Under Section 211(m) of the Clean Air Act as Amended (Notice of Availability of Guidance Documents)." 57 FR 47853, October 20, 1992.

Notice provides contact names for acquiring the guidance documents and also provides background information on the oxygenated gasoline program requirements.


This action proposes low- and high-altitude emission standards and test procedures for the certification of natural gas-fueled and liquefied petroleum gas-fueled light-duty vehicles and trucks, heavy-duty engines and vehicles, and motorcycles. Standards would go into effect with the 1994 model year. This notice also proposes fuel economy test procedures and calculations of natural gas-fueled light-duty vehicles and trucks to go into effect with the 1993 model year. These procedures and calculations will allow natural-gas vehicles to be included in the Corporate Average Fuel Economy (CAFE) program.

In addition, this notice proposes requirements for the certification of
aftermarket conversion equipment. The conversion requirements would apply to all conversions, regardless of fuel type.


The EPA is issuing amendments to the State-by-State designations and classifications for the status of ozone, carbon monoxide (CO), lead, and particulate matter nominally 10 microns and less in diameter (PM-10) areas. These are changes based on information identified by EPA after publication of the original rule which established the current designations and classifications or information that was brought to EPA's attention by comments on the rule.


This final rule deals only with the program portion of the California Pilot Test program. It assists vehicle manufacturers in meeting clean fuel vehicle sales requirements.

(621) U.S. Environmental Protection Agency. "[UAM user tips from the EPA bulletin board]." 1993.

This file contains instructions and helpful tips to follow while running the UAM and its support programs.


This rule proposes the addition of a short test to current regulations for certification, audit, and recall of new light-duty vehicles and trucks. This is intended to protect owners of such vehicles from incurring unnecessary repair expenses on Inspection/Maintenance failures due to design of the vehicles' emission systems.


This rule revises previous durability procedures and allowable maintenance provisions in the federal motor vehicle emission certification regulations. It includes durability procedures for the certification of vehicles.
subject to Tier I tailpipe standards (published June 5, 1991). The new durability procedures are similar to the procedures used in California.


This ruling grants California a waiver of Federal preemption pursuant to section 209(b) of the CAAA to enforce amendments to its motor vehicle emission standards and test procedures to phase in more stringent LEV standards for light duty vehicles.


Provisions of the Clean Air Act Amendments enacted in 1990 require the establishment of a Clean Fuel Fleet Program to reduce emissions of ozone precursors, especially non-methane organic gases and oxides of nitrogen, through the introduction of lower-polluting vehicles in specified areas. Under this program, some of the new vehicles purchased by certain fleet owners located in covered areas (certain ozone and carbon monoxide nonattainment areas) will be required to meet clean-fuel fleet vehicle (CFFV) exhaust emission standards.


This final rule revises the ambient air quality surveillance regulations (40 CFR Part 58) to include provisions for the enhanced monitoring of ozone and its precursors including oxides of nitrogen, volatile organic compounds (including carbonyls) and meteorological parameters. These revisions satisfy the requirements of Title I, Section 182 of the 1990 Clean Air Act Amendments. These revisions require States to establish photochemical assessment monitoring stations (PAMS) as part of their State Implementation Plan (SIP) monitoring network in ozone nonattainment areas classified as serious, severe, or extreme. Included in these revisions are minimum criteria for network design, monitor siting, monitoring methods, operating schedules, quality assurance, and data submittal.


This rule requires vehicle manufacturers of light-duty vehicles and trucks to install on-board diagnostic systems beginning with the 1994 model year. These systems will monitor emission control components and inform the driver of any
malfunctions. The systems will also store diagnostic information in the vehicle's computer to assist the mechanic.


This action proposes interim guidance for States and other interested parties on the general principles for creating emission reduction credits through the surplus control of mobile sources. This guidance addresses key issues involved in the generation of mobile source emission reduction credits, including the calculation of emissions baselines for participating sources, the projection of future emissions levels, and the time-averaging of emission reduction credits that vary over time. This action also provides guidance on the treatment of secondary emissions changes resulting from the subject mobile source controls and the discounting of the credits to reflect the level of uncertainty surrounding the actual level of mobile source emissions reduction likely to be realized by the proposed control program and the use of an environmental bonus to ensure that the production of the mobile source emissions reduction credit yields a direct benefit to the environment.


This action proposes rules for economic incentive programs (EIPs) which either may or must be adopted by States for certain ozone (O3) and carbon monoxide (CO) nonattainment areas upon the failure of a State to submit an adequate plan showing that an applicable reasonable further progress (RFP) or a specific emissions reductions milestone has been met (in serious, severe, and extreme O3 and serious CO nonattainment areas), or upon the failure of a serious CO nonattainment area to attain the National Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS) for CO. This document is available from EPA's bulletin board system, file name=ecominc.zip.


This notice proposes revisions to the simple model and the contents of a complex model to be used in the certification of reformulated gasoline, and associated procedures to assure compliance with the reformulated gasoline and anti-dumping programs. This notice additionally proposes "Phase II" reformulated gasoline emission performance standards which will take effect in the year 2000. See also the April 1, 1993 correction notice.

(631) U.S. Environmental Protection Agency. "Control of Air Pollution from New and In-Use Motor Vehicles and New and In-Use Motor Vehicle Engines; Technical

These revisions make minor corrections to the previously published procedures, provide additional options, and clarify the Agency's regulatory intent.


In accordance with sections 108 and 109 of the Clean Air Act, the EPA announced on August 10, 1992 its proposed decision under section 109(d)(1) that revisions of the National Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS) for ozone (O3) are not appropriate at this time. This document announces the EPA's final decision under section 109(d)(1) that revisions of the primary and secondary standards are not appropriate at this time. Since publication of the August 10, 1992 notice, the EPA has initiated action to update the air quality criteria upon which this decision is based so that the recent information on health and welfare effects of O3 can be considered as rapidly as possible in the next criteria and standards review.


The Federal Register notice gives information on obtaining the guidance document. The document may also be downloaded from the EPA bulletin board.


This rule revises the March 1989 and June 1990 gasoline and alcohol volatility regulations. The revisions include changes to the liability provisions, including amendments to the defenses to liability, the addition of a test exemption section to allow the use of high volatility gasoline during the control period for research or emissions certification, and changes to sampling procedures and tests for determining RVP. See the April 12, 1993 corrections. See also the December 12, 1991 volatility regulations.

(635) U.S. Environmental Protection Agency. "Retrofit/Rebuild Requirements for 1993 and Earlier Model Year Urban Buses; Fuel Quality Regulations for Certification Diesel Test Fuel (Final Rule)." 58 FR 21359, April 21, 1993.

The program affects 1993 and earlier model year urban buses whose engines are rebuilt or replaced after January 1, 1995. The program is limited to urban buses operating in metropolitan areas with 1980 populations of 750,000 or more. Concerns PM emissions.

The primary standard for SO₂ is 0.14 ppm, averaged over a 24-hour period and not to be exceeded more than once per year. The secondary standard is 0.5 ppm, averaged over a period of 3 hours and not to be exceeded more than once per year. EPA's final decision is not to change the current standards.


This revision relaxes the RVP from 7.8 psi to 9.0 psi until 1994 for the Denver-Boulder ozone nonattainment area.


The EPA is revising the maximum allowable increases (increments) for particulate matter (PM) under the requirements for prevention of significant deterioration (PSD) of air quality in 40 CFR 51.166 and 40 CFR 52.21. The revised increments are based on an indicator that focuses on particles with an aerodynamic diameter of less than or equal to a nominal 10 micrometers (PM-10), and will replace the original statutory increments for PM based on total suspended particulate (TSP) 1 year from today.


The CAAA require the establishment of a Clean Fuel Fleet Program. Under this program, a percentage of the new vehicles acquired by certain fleet owners located in covered areas will be required to meet clean-fuel fleet vehicle (CFFV) emission standards. This requirement can be met by the purchase of new CFFVs, the conversion of conventional vehicles to CFFVs, or through purchases of credits pursuant to a credit program. Affected states will be required to revise the SIPs to incorporate the fleet program, including provisions to implement a credit program and exempt CFFVs from certain TCMs.


This article provides corrections to the EPA's new (March 24, 1993) test
procedure to measure evaporative emissions from motor vehicles.


EPA's *Guideline on Air Quality Models (Revised)* sets forth air quality models and guidance for estimating ambient air concentrations due to sources of air pollutants. This rulemaking adds new or updated models to those listed in the Guideline document. In addition, this rule amends the CFR to incorporate supplement B as codified text, as well as giving regulatory status to long-standing EPA policy regarding the use of air quality models for other regulatory programs.


The proposed rule affects the order that sanctions will be applied under section 179. EPA is proposing that offset sanctions apply 18 months after the date EPA makes a finding, and that highway sanctions apply 6 months after application of the offset sanction. If this rule is adopted, the sanctions would automatically apply in this prescribed sequence for current and future EPA findings of failure to comply. This is the general sequence that EPA has already been using, but they want to make it a rule in order to give the public a chance to comment on it.


This action proposes approval of a revision to the Texas PM-10 State Implementation Plan (SIP) for El Paso, Texas. PM-10 is defined as particulate matter with an aerodynamic diameter less than or equal to a nominal 10 micrometers. The EPA is also proposing to approve the PM-10 SIP for El Paso, Texas, as meeting the requirements of section 179B of the Clean Air Act (CAA) regarding implementation plans and revisions for international border areas.


EPA proposes to approve Texas' SIP revision establishing an Employee Commute Options/Employer Trip Reduction program in the Houston-Galveston-Brazoria nonattainment area. The SIP revision was submitted to satisfy the statutory mandate that an ECO/ETR program be established for employers with 100 or more employees, such that compliance plans developed by such employers are designed to convincingly demonstrate an increase in the
average passenger occupancy (AVO) of their employees who commute to work during the peak period, by no less than 25 percent above the average vehicle occupancy (AVO) of the nonattainment area.


This is the final transportation conformity rule which requires that transportation plans, TIPs, and projects conform to the goals of the State Implementation Plan for air quality. The rule only applies to nonattainment areas and went into effect on December 27, 1993.


The provisions of Subpart C of Title II of the CAA require certain states to revise their SIPs to incorporate a Clean Fuel Fleet Program. Under this program, specified percentages of the new vehicles acquired in model year 1998 and after by certain fleet owners must meet clean-fuel fleet vehicle (CFFV) emission standards. This requirement can be met by the purchase of new CFFVs, the conversion of conventional vehicles to CFFVs, or through purchase of credits pursuant to a credit program. The revised SIPs for affected states must also include provisions to implement a credit program and to exempt CFFVs from certain transportation control measures. These revisions must be submitted to EPA by May 15, 1994.

This final rule contains definitions for certain key terms and provisions, for use by states in determining the requirements of their programs. These terms and provisions will be used to determine which fleet operators are covered by the requirements of the program and to determine which fleet vehicles will be counted for the purchase requirements of the program.


The EPA, in accordance with section 107(d)(3) of the Clean Air Act, is redesignating areas as nonattainment for PM-10 and sulfur dioxide national ambient air quality standards (NAAQS) due to violations of these standards. The EPA will require states with such nonattainment areas to develop and expedite plans to bring these areas into accordance with the NAAQS for both pollutants.

This notice replaces the draft version that was issued July 8, 1992. The lead addendum provides detailed guidance on meeting the requirements for reasonably available control measures (RACM), reasonably available control technology (RACT), reasonable further progress (RFP) for lead, and contingency measures. In general, this guidance parallels existing guidance previously issued for other pollutants, such as PM-10 and SO2.


This rule proposes a program to maximize energy and other benefits from reformulated gasoline programs while obtaining significant reductions in VOCs and toxic air pollutants. The program requires that 30 percent of the oxygen content of reformulated gasoline come from renewable oxygenates. As a result, the program would reduce foreign oil imports, fossil energy use, and harmful greenhouse gasses. This rule also contains proposed enforcement actions relative to the program.


This rule details changes to the Corporate Average Fuel Economy (CAFE) calculation regulations to incorporate changes required by section 371 of the North American Free Trade Agreement Implementation Act of 1993.


This rulemaking sets forth criteria that EPA must consider when exercising its discretionary authority to impose sanctions on a statewide basis pursuant to the CAAA. If EPA makes one of the findings of SIP deficiency described in the Act, EPA may impose an emissions offset or highway funding sanction on any portion of the State that the Administrator determines is reasonable and appropriate for the purpose of ensuring that the requirements of the Act relating to plans are met. This rulemaking establishes the criteria EPA shall use in exercising its discretionary authority during the 24-month period following a finding of a plan deficiency to ensure that these sanctions are not applied on a statewide basis when one or more political subdivisions are principally responsible for such deficiency. In addition, EPA describes the discretionary sanctions provision and EPA's anticipated application of these sanctions "at any time" after the Agency makes a finding. This rule becomes effective February 10, 1994.
(655) U.S. Environmental Protection Agency. "Imposition of Statewide Sanctions on California under Clean Air Act Section 110(m) for Failure to Submit a Complete SIP Revision for an Enhanced Motor Vehicle Inspection and Maintenance Program (NPRM)." 59 FR 3534, January 24, 1994.

EPA is proposing to impose discretionary sanctions on California because the State Legislature did not enact the required legislation providing authority for implementing an enhanced I/M program by November 1993. In December 1993, California submitted a SIP revision which was found to be incomplete by the Region 9 EPA office. Due to the failure of the State to submit a complete SIP revision fulfilling either the requirements of the Act or its commitment to adopt and implement an enhanced I/M program as promised in its committal SIP, EPA proposes to exercise its discretionary authority under the Act to apply a statewide highway funding limitation sanction and a 2 for 1 offset sanction in all areas required to have a permit program under the new source review provisions of the Act.


This action approves a revision to the Texas SIP concerning CO for El Paso.


This rule approves Colorado's petition to relax the Reid Vapor Pressure applicable to gasoline introduced into commerce in the Denver-Boulder ozone nonattainment area from June 1 to September 15 from 7.8 pounds per square inch to 9.0 psi.


This document contains EPA's final rule implementing the control of vehicle refueling emissions through the use of vehicle-based systems. The rule applies to all fuels used by a vehicle, and includes special provisions for vehicles/fuels judged to be inherently low in refueling emissions. For light-duty vehicles (LDVs), the requirements begin in the 1998 model year, and phase in over three model years. For the 1998 model year, 40 percent of each manufacturer's LDVs must meet the requirements. This increases to 80 percent in the 1999 model year and rises to 100 percent in model years 2000 and later. A
special provision for phase-in is also included for small volume manufacturers of light-duty vehicles.

This requirement also applies to light-duty trucks (LDTs). For LDTs with a gross vehicle weight rating (GVW) of 0-6000 lbs., the requirement begins in model year 2001 and phases in over three model years at the same rate as applied to LDVs. For LDVs with a GVW of 6001-8500 lbs., the requirement begins with model year 2004 and phases in over three model years at the same rate as LDVs. This rule does not apply to heavy-duty vehicles.

This rule also covers certification requirements for control system designs and enforcement provisions.


This action promulgates rules for economic incentive programs (EIPs) which either may or must be adopted by States for certain ozone and carbon monoxide nonattainment areas upon the failure of a State to submit an adequate showing that an applicable reasonable further progress (RFP) or a specific emissions reductions milestone has been met (in serious and above O3 areas, and in serious CO areas) or upon the failure of a serious CO nonattainment area to attain the NAAQS for CO. Under the CAAA, the EPA was required to promulgate final EIP rules for stationary, area, and mobile sources by November 15, 1992. This rulemaking is that action.

This rule also provides guidance for discretionary EIPs that any State may choose to adopt for any criteria pollutants. The portion of this rule that concerns discretionary EIPs is intended as guidance, not final action. Final action will occur when EPA approves or disapproves SIP revisions concerning discretionary EIPs.


This notice publishes EPA's approval of the Texas SIP revision to implement a Stage II vehicle refueling emissions reduction program. The Texas Stage II program requires owners and operators of gasoline dispensing facilities to install and operate Stage II vapor recovery equipment in the four Texas ozone nonattainment areas classified as moderate or worse.


This rule provides criteria and procedures for granting awards by amendment to the Clean Air Act which directs the EPA at its discretion to pay awards, not to exceed $10,000, to persons who provide information which lead to criminal convictions under section 113 of the Act for a violation of titles I, III, IV,
V, or VI of the Act.

This action discusses changes being implemented for handling direct final State implementation plan (SIP) actions.

This action proposes to approve the Texas Natural Resource Conservation Commission Inspection and Maintenance State Implementation Plan.

This final rule outlines the requirements and procedures relating to the control of emissions from new nonroad vehicles or engines under section 209(e) of the CAAA, as amended.

EPA approved Texas's request for exemptions because Dallas-Fort Worth was able to show ozone attainment without additional NOx controls and El Paso was able to show ozone attainment without additional NOx controls with the exception of emissions from Mexico. Effective date of the exemption is November 21, 1994.

A listing of written materials and information contacts for the general public (e.g., they don't list specific materials to do emission inventories, etc.).

AIRS is a computer-based system administered by the EPA and is used for handling the storage and retrieval of information pertaining to airborne pollutants. AIRS is installed on an IBM mainframe at EPA's National Computer Center in
Research Triangle Park, N.C. The AIRS Area and Mobile Source Subsystem (AMS) is that component of AIRS which supports inventories for point sources too small to track individually, other area sources, and mobile sources. This manual describes the data elements used in the PC version of the AMS (AMS-PC). Information on the availability and current version of the software may be obtained by contacting EPA's National Air Data Branch at (919) 541-5687. In addition to this manual, a user's guide and a software installation guide are also available.


EPA has released this draft paper for review and comment. The paper presents a preliminary assessment developed by EPA staff to identify a methodology for assessing lifecycle emissions from electric vehicles.


This document provides guidance for I/M performance monitoring, as required in 40 CFR Section 51.369(b). Enhanced I/M areas must have a performance monitoring program by January 1, 1995. Basic I/M areas are not required to have a performance monitoring program, but EPA recommends one for these areas as well. The oversight agency in an enhanced I/M area is required to do the following: (1) provide the public a summary of the performance of local repair facilities, (2) provide feedback to the individual repair facilities, and (3) require a completed repair form as a prerequisite for a retest.

The information in this document will be incorporated into a revision of the draft March 24, 1993 OMS document titled, "Supplemental Guidance for I/M Programs: Vehicle Repair, Technician Training and Certification, and Repair Shop Tracking."


The Mobile Source Data Converter is a macro-coded spreadsheet that requires the user to input certain data (e.g., geographical identification, VMT, emission factors), processes this data to create the appropriate input fields for the AMS transaction file, and then writes the transaction file. This transaction file can then be uploaded to the AMS mainframe and used to update the inventory for the nonattainment area specified.

CAL3QHC is a microcomputer based model to predict carbon monoxide or other inert pollutant concentrations from motor vehicles at roadway intersections. The model includes the CALINE3 line source dispersion model and a traffic algorithm for estimating vehicular queue lengths at signalized intersections. CAL3QHC enhances CALINE3 by incorporating methods for estimating queue lengths and the contribution of emissions from idling vehicles. The model permits the estimation of total air pollution concentrations from both moving and idling vehicles. It is a reliable tool for prediction concentrations of inert air pollutants near signalized intersections. Because idle emissions account for a substantial portion of the total emissions at an intersection, the model is relatively insensitive to traffic speed, a parameter difficult to predict with a high degree of accuracy on congested urban roadways without a substantial data collection effort.


MOBILE estimates emission factors for hydrocarbon, carbon monoxide, and nitrogen oxide emissions from vehicles. The calculations used are presented in the EPA document titled, Compilation of Air Pollutant Emission Factors - Volume II: Highway Mobile Sources.

See the newer user's guides for versions 4.1, 5, and 5a.


MOBILE estimates emission factors for hydrocarbon, carbon monoxide, and nitrogen oxide emissions from vehicles. The calculations used are presented in the EPA document titled, Compilation of Air Pollutant Emission Factors - Volume II: Highway Mobile Sources.

MOBILE calculates emission factors for eight vehicle types and for either high or low altitude. MOBILE's estimates depend on inputs such as ambient temperature, speed, mileage accrual rates, and others.

See the updated versions of Chapter 2 for MOBILE5 and MOBILE5a.


Revised user's guide that includes six chapters. Replaces the Chapter 2
revisions for MOBILE5 and 5a that were released earlier.


The purpose of this User's Guide is to provide PC-DTIM users with information and guidelines to produce successful mobile source emission estimates. Specifically, for developing emission estimates that are linked to travel demand forecasting.


The author discusses two decades of research about vehicle emissions and fuels and how it provided a congressional framework for changes in the 1990 CAAA.


These proceedings from a conference held October 19-22, 1992, in Durham, N.C., contain many papers, many of them dealing with mobile source
emissions.


These proceedings contain papers and presentations on transportation and air quality planning requirements of the Clean Air Act, the effectiveness of implemented transportation strategies, interfacing transportation and emissions models, tools for evaluating Transportation Control Measures, trends in mobile source emissions modeling, intersection air quality modeling, and innovative approaches to transportation and emissions control.


A pilot study was conducted to evaluate the characteristics of the air concentrations within a garage microenvironment. The air exchange rate between the garage and the house, the windspeed in front of the garage door, the fuel tank temperature, and the air concentrations of benzene (from gasoline) and methanol (from M100 fuel) were measured after an automobile containing U.S. summer grade gasoline or a fabricated fuel tank containing M100 fuel entered the garage and its door was closed. The air concentrations in the garage were greatly elevated after the car or M100 fuel tank entered the garage compared to the ambient levels which were present prior to the car's entry. A steady state concentration was often reached within 90 minutes of the automobile or fuel tank entering the garage, and the air concentration remained level until the fuel tank temperature returned to ambient levels several hours later. The maximum concentration obtained was a function of the fuel tank temperature. These studies indicate that parking an automobile in residential garages results in increased exposures to persons spending time within the home and in the garage microenvironment.


(700) Wolfe, Paris R. "Pollution Credits for Sale: Is Cash-for-Clunkers Concept a Clunker?" *Recycling Today (Scrap Mkt. ed.)* (May 1992): 22-23. This article critiques the EPA's pollution credit program, Cash-for-Clunkers program, to get older, high polluting cars off the road.

(701) Wolff, George T. "On a NOx-Focused Control Strategy to Reduce O3." *Air & Waste* 43 (December 1993): 1593-1596. In some instances, NOx reductions can increase O3. The author examines existing VOC/NOx data and the results of the air-quality models referred to in the National Research Council report, "Rethinking the Ozone Problem in Urban and Regional Air Pollution."


emission inventories and a discrepancy between ambient and inventory whole gasoline. However, the uncertainties in the analyses make it difficult to conclude that mobile sources are, in general, either over- or under-estimated as a fraction of the total hydrocarbon inventory.


This paper discusses why the 1970 CAAA act failed to affect transportation planning at the metropolitan level and how the 1990 CAAA addresses these failures. Specifically, the failure to reduce vehicle emissions through tighter tailpipe standards. The author feels that clean air in our cities will not occur until the "use of autos to meet personal mobility needs in the urban environment is dramatically changed." The 1990 CAAA reforms transportation planning by providing air quality criteria for the creation of metropolitan transportation plans. The 1990 CAAA clarifies transportation requirements for State air quality plans, shifts federal funding to encourage alternatives to reduce vehicle use, and encourages employer-based transportation programs in some areas.
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